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1. Introduction

The relationship between diffusion processes and differential equations has been
studied with great details. However the relationship between pure jump type Markov
processes and evolution equations has not been studied in full details.

Recently, N. Jacob and H. Leopld [2] have shown that there exists a Feller
semigroup generated by the pseudodifferential operator whose symbol is the function
_(£)*(*) = _ ( y f + W ) σ ( a 0 > which we denote -(Dx )σ(χ\ Here the order function
σ{x) is the sum of some function in Schwartz class and some constant and satisfies
0 < inf σ < supσ < 2. For this purpose they have introduced a suitable function
space. This space is a kind of Sobolev space of variable order. Here (ξ)σ^ have
been used as a weight function. They have shown that the restriction of (Dx)

σ(χϊ
to this Sobolev space satisfies the conditions in Hille-Yosida-Ray theorem. But they
do not give conditions for that a general pseudodifferential operator generates a
Feller semigroup. In this paper we give one answer to this problem.

We want to inverstigate the relationship between Markov processes and evo-
lution equations with respect to pseudodifferential operators by developing their
ideas. In order to complete our theory we should restrict functions which we treat
to H~°° instead of S'{Rd) at first of all. And considering the function (ξ) (ξ e Rd)
as standard weight function, we define the Sobolev space Hσ^(Rd) with variable
order by the same way as in the definition of such spaces with constant order,
where the order function σ is in B°°(Rd). This definition which is slightly dif-
ferent from one in [2] allows us to show that if σ\ and σ2 are in B°°(Rd) and
satisfy σλ{x) < σ2{x) for any x £ Rd, then Hσ^{Rd) C Hσ^'\Rd), and if P is
an elliptic pseudodifferential operator in the class $^#(0 < δ < p < 1), then the
space {u e H-°°;Pu G L2(Rd)} coincides with Hσ^'\Rd). Combining the ideas in
N. Jacob and H. Leopld [2] with these facts, we obtain that there exists a Feller
semigroup {Tt}t>o generated by a storngly elliptic pseudodifferential operator P
with suitable variable order. Using the method proposed in [6], we see that,
for UQ e Co°(Rd), u = Ttu0 is a unique solution to the initial-value problem
dtu — Pu = 0, u(0) = UQ and also we can construct its fundamental solution which
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is a pseudodifferential operator with a smooth kernel function. Therefore, we see

that this semigroup has a transition density. Moreover, combining these results with

the method proposed in [6], we obtain the local Holder conditions for sample paths

of Markov process to which such Feller semigroup corresponds.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to preparing

basic results of pseudodiίferential operators and Sobolev spaces of variable order

of differentiation. In section 3 we prove that there exists a unique Feller semigroup

generated by a strongly elliptic pseudodiίferential operator in $>σ

 δ (0 < inf σ(x) <

supσ(x) < 2) and that this Feller semigroup has a transition density. And we

mention local Holder conditions for sample paths of the Markov processes. In

appendix we mention some properties of Sobolev spaces of variable order.

2. Sobolev spaces of variable order

First of all we give a definition of pseudodifferential operator of variable order.

Let δ and p be real numbers with 0 < ί < p < l , σ b e a real-valued function in

B°°(Rd), the set of all C°° functions whose derivatives of each order are bounded.

We say that a function p(x,ξ) G B°°{Rd

x x Rf) is a member of Sσ

pδ if and only if

for any multi-indices a and β there exists some positive constant Ca^ such that

For u G S(Rd) (the set of all rapidly decreasing functions) and p G Spδ we define

a function Pu G S{Rd) by

Pu(x)= ί eixh(x,ξ)ύ

where ύ(ξ) = JRd e ιx^u(x)dx (the Fourier transformation of u) and ψζ =

(2π)-ndξ. We easily see that P is an operator from S(Rd) to S(Rd). Now we

call that P is a pseudodifferential operator with symbol p(x,ξ)9 and we denote

P = p(X,Dx) and σ(P) = p(x,ξ). The set of all pseudodifferential operators with

symbol p of class Spδ is denoted by $σ

pδ, that is,

It is clear that S£δ C S%δ for σλ(x) < σ 2 (z), and especially Sfδ C Sσ

pδ C Sw

pδ,

where σ = supa.€Hd σ(x) and σ = mίxeRd σ(x). For p G Spδ we define the semi-

norms \p\[σ) (£= 1,2,-••) by

\p\^ = max sup
\°ί+β\<£(x,ξ)eRd

The following facts have been obtained in [6].
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that 0 < δ < p < 1.

(1) Let σj(j = 1,2) be functions of B(Rd) and Pj's are pseudodifferential

operators with symbols Pj(x,ζ) G Sp

j

δ(j = 1,2). Then P = Pλ P2 belongs to

Ψp,δ

(2) For P = p(x,Dx) G $σ

 6 the formally adjoint operator P*, defined by
(Pu,υ) = (u,P*v) foru,v G S(Rd), belongs to$σ

pδ.

Let P = p(X,Dx) G $σ

pδ. We say that P is elliptic if there exist c0 > 0 and

M > 0 such that

Let P e $σ

pj. We say that Q e $™δ = [JmeR$™δ i s a l e f t ( r e s P r i S h t ) parametrix

of P if there exists RL (resp. RR) £ ^~°° = f |m € H^ such that

QP = I + RL (resp. PQ = I + RR).

We say simply that Q is a parametrix for P if Q is simultaneously a left and right
parametrix of P.

The following important result on elliptic operators also holds for pseudodif-
ferential operators of variable order.

Theorem 2.2. If P e $σ

p δ is elliptic, then there exists a parametrix of P in

Proof. We can construct a parametrix in the same way as in the case of

constant order (see the proof of Theorem 5.4 of Chapter 2 of [4]). If we check

precisely, we see that the symbol of the parametrix is really a member of S~δ. D

Now we give a definition of the Sobolev spaces of order σ, a real-valued function

in B°°(Rd), which is wider than the class treated in former literatures. Let us denote

(2.1) Hσ^(Rd) = {ue H-°°(Rd); (Dx)
σmu e L2(Rd)}.

REMARK. We still do not give any topologies in Hσ^'\Rd). It is introduced

after the proof of Theorem 2.4.

The following fact is fundamental in our theory.

Lemma 2.3. Let u be a member ofHσU(Rd). Then, for any P € $σ

pδ, Pu

belongs to L2(Rd).
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Proof. Let us denote a parametrix of (Dx)
σ(χϊ by Qσ. Then there exists

some RL G $~°° such that Qσ{Dx)
σW = I + RL. Now we write

(2.2) Pu = P ( Q σ ( D x ) σ ^ ) - ΛL)τx = PQσ((Dx)
σ^u) - PRLu.

Theorem 2.1 implies PQσ £ $°p δ. Thus L2 boundedness theorem implies the con-

clusion since u G H-°°(Rd) and (Dx)
σWu G L2(Rd). D

Hereafter we use above notation Qσ without specification.

Theorem 2.4. Let σι and σ% be functions in B°°{Rd) with σ\(x) > σ2(x) for
any x e Rd. Then we have Hσi^(Rd) c Hσ^\Rd).

Proof. First we prove Hσ^\Rd) c L2(Rd) when σ > 0. In fact, taking
care that Qσ e $~°δ C l/Pp δ we have by L2 boundedness theorem that Qσ(Dx)

σ^u
belongs to L2(Rd) for any u G Hσ^(Rd). This means that u = Qσ(Dx)

σ^u-RLu
is in L2(Rd) for any u G H<\Rd).

Next we show Hσi^(Rd) c Hσ2^(Rd) when σi(x) > σ2(x) for each x e Rd.
By Theorem 2.1 we have that

{ D x ) ) ( D x ) σ 2 i x ) e$σ

p\.

Hence, for any u G Hσi^(Rd), Lemma 2.3 implies

G L2(Rd),

that is, (Dx)
σ2mu G Hσi^~σ2^(Rd). Thus, since σi - σ2 > 0, we have that

(Dx)
σ2Wu belongs to L 2 (β d ) . D

Clearly Theorem 2.4 implies Hσ('\Rd) c H^(Rd). Taking account of this fact
we introduce a topology in Hσ('\Rd). We can prove the following theorem in the
same way as in the proof of Theorem 3 of [5].

Theorem 2.5. Hσ('\Rd) is a Hilbert space with the inner product

(2.3) (u,υ)σ= ί ((Dx)
σWu)(x) ((Dx)°(χ)v)(x)dx

JRd

/ (()Zv)(x) ((Dx)*Lv)(x)dx.
Rd

Moreover S(Rd) is dense in Hσ^(Rd).

REMARK 1. In (2.3) we add the second term for the sake of having equivalence
between || u | | σ = 0 and u = 0 (as usually we denote || u \\σ= yj{u,u)σ). Of course
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the order of this term does not need to be σ. Another norm || (Dx)
σ^u | |0 +

|| u | | s is equivalent to || u \\σ for any constant s with s < σ_.
The second term of (2.3) is also helpful to prove the completeness of the space

in the proof of Theorem 2.5.

REMARK 2. Our argument above implies that

Hσ^(Rd) = {ue H-°°(Rd); \\ u \\σ< oo},

which is the definition of Hσ^'\Rd) adapted in former literatures (see, for example,
[7]). Our definition seems to be more natural.

Lemma 2.3 implies the following fact.

Theorem 2.6. Let P e f^8 be elliptic. Then Hσ^(Rd) = {u e H-°°(Rd);
Pu e L2(Rd)} as a set. Moreover the norm || u \\σ is equivalent to another norm
|| u | | σ , P : = (|| Pu ||§ + II u HI)1/2 .

Proof. Lemma 2.3 shows " c " , and (2.2) gives the inequality

(2.4) || Pu ||o< ^

(for some constant C), which implies || u ||σ,p< (C + 1) || u \\σ. On the other hand,
since P is elliptic, we can replace (Dx)

σ^ and P with each other in the argument
of the proof of Lemma 2.3. Then

for some sufficiently large 5. (Since u e H~°°(Rd), there exist such an 5.) Thus we
have the converse inclusion, and from this, we easily have the converse inequality
to (2.4). D

Now we generalize the boundedness theorem of pseudodifferential operators to
those of variable orders. The next theorem gives some key estimates in this paper.

Theorem 2.7. Let σ and τ be function in B°°{Rd). Suppose that P e $σ

pδ.
Then there exist some constant C > 0 independent of P and some positive integer £
depending only on σ, r, p, δ, and n such that

|| Pu | | τ < C | ί 4 σ ) II u \\σ+T

for u e Hσ^+τ^(Rd).
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Proof. Note the equality

(2.5) (DxyWPu = (DxyWp(Qσ+τ(DxyW+τW - RL)u

Since {Dx)
τ{-x^PQσ+τ G $°pδ, we obtain, by L2 boundedness theorem, that

(2.6) || Pu \\τ< CQσ({DxyWPQσ+τ)\%>

+ \a((Dxy^PRL(Dxy^±^ff) || u ||σ+τ .

By Theorem 2.5 of Chapter 7 of [4] we have

(2.7) W

= Po(x, 0 + Pi(α, 0 + + PN-i(x, 0 +

where each p^ are linear combinations of the products of derivatives of (ζ)r^
p(x,ξ), and σ(Qσ+τ)(x,ξ) of order at most j . Thus we have

(2-8) ^[^ <C\p\t\

where C is a constant independent of P, and ^ is an integer depending only on
σ, r, p, δ, and n. On the other hand rjy of (2.7) is represented as follows :

— < » » [£
Q σ + r )(x 4- yi +

Thus by Theorem 2.4 of Chapter 7 of [4] we obtain

^ Ω\ I (σ+r-(σ+r)-iV) (̂ )

(2 9 ) kiv|^0 <CΊpβ ; ,

where C is a constant independent of P, and £ is an integer depending only on i0,
σ, r, p, δ, and n. Since |p|f} < \p\(

£

σ\ we have, by (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) that

(2.10)

Similarly we have

(2.11) \

Thus we obtain the conclusion by (2.6), (2.10), and (2.11). D
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3. Feller semigroup

Let Coo(Rd) be the completion of S(Rd) by the L°°-norm.
We call a family {Tt}t>0 of linear operators from Coo(Rd) to itself a Feller

semigroup if the following conditions are fullfilled.

i) {Tt}t>o is a semigroup, that is, we have T s + t = TsTt for all s, t > 0 and
To = id.

ii) {Tt}t>o is strongly continuous, that is, limt_>0 || Ttu — u \\L°°= 0 f°Γ all

iii) Each of the operator Tt is a positivity preserving contraction, that is, for
u e Coo(Rd) with 0 < u < 1 we have 0 <Ttu< 1.

The following well-known theorem is often called Hille-Yosida-Ray theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let P be a linear operator on Coo(Rd).
In order that —P extends to a generator of a Feller semigroup, it is necessary

and sufficient that the following conditions are fullfilled.

i) The domain V(P) ofP is dense in Coo(Rd).
ii) — P satisfies the positive maximum principle on Ί)(P), that is, ifu e Ί)(P)

and xo E Rd such thatu(x0) = supxGRd u(x) > 0, then it follows that —Pu(x0) < 0
holds.

iii) For some λ > 0 the operator P + λ maps Ί)(P) onto a dense subspace of

Ph. Courrege [1] gives a sufficient condition to that a pseudodifferential operator
satisfies the positive maximum principle. In order to state this theorem we should
give the definition of negative definite function.

DEFINITION. A function / : Rd —> C is called a negative definite function
if for all m e N and points x1, , x m € Rd the matrix (/(x*) + f(xj) ~ f{xι -
xj))ij=i:...,m is non-negative Hermitian.

Theorem 3.2. Letp(x,ξ) be a continuous function on Rd x Rd such that for
each x G Rn the function ξ \—> p(x, ξ) is negative definite. Then the pseudodifferential
operator —p(x, Dx) satisfies the positive maximum principle on C£°(Rd).

In [2] Jacob and Leopold apply these two theorems to the operator (Dx)
σ(χ\

and obtain that this operator generates a Feller semigroup. They use the theory
of pseudodifferential operator of order varying weight function and Sobolev spaces
related to this weight function. We replace this part of their idea by ours which is
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mentioned in section 2, and we have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Let σ be a real-valued function in B°°(Rd) with 0 < σ < σ <

σ < 2, and let p(X,Dx) £$σ

pδ be strongly elliptic. Moreover, suppose that for any

x e Rd the function ξ ι-> p(x,ξ) is negative definite. Then —p(X,Dx) has a closed

extension to Coo(Rd), which is the generator of a Feller semigroup.

In order to prove Theorem 3.3, we prepare two lemmas. Let k be a nutural

number. It follows from Theorem 2.4 and the Sobolev embedding theorem that

there exists some k0 e N such that for any k > k0

(3.1) C%°(Rd) C S(Rd) C Hkσ^(Rd) c Hk^(Rd) c C^R**).

(Here note that σ > 0.)

Lemma 3.4. Letp be as in Theorem 3.3 and take k as above. Then — p(X, Dx)

satisfies the positive maximum principle on H^k+1^σ^'\Rd).

This lemma can be proved in the same way as in the proof of Proposition 4.1

of [2].

Lemma 3.5. XI +p(X, Dx) maps H(k+VσU(Rd) onto Hkσ<< \Rd).

Proof. For λ sufficiently large, Theorem 2.7 shows that XI +p(X,Dx) maps

from H(k+1)σ^(Rd) to Hk<\Rd). We should know that this map is surjective.

Now put pλ(#>£) = X-\-p(x,ξ) and q^(x,f;) = (X-]-p(x,ξ))~1. By the asymptotic

expansion formula, we have

pλ(X,Dx)q°x(X,Dx)=I + rχ(X,Dx),

where

N-l

k=l \Ί\=k

I dyφη.

Put rXtk(x,ξ) = Σ^kP^(χiζ)<l0\(Ί)(χiξ)- Then, for each k, rλ,k(x,ξ) e

~6\ and by an easy calculus, we obtain, for any ε with 0 < ε < min{l, (p —

(3.2)
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where C^φ is a constant.

Now we define the semi-norms | p | ^ 2 of p e S°δ by

H g 2 = max sup {\p%(x,ξ)\{t)-«a)-*a]+δW)}-

Then (3.2) shows that |̂ λ,fc|̂ %2 < CX~kε for some constant C.

Next we estimete the semi-norms of the remainder term

JRd JRd \ Jθ I
Os- / e-*"" \N y ^ ^ p ^ ' (χ,ξ + θη)q°XM (x + y,ξ)dθ\ dyφη.

h\=N Ί'

Put

αN(y,η;x,ξ) = N Γ ^
1 / 0 |7|=iV|7|=i

then we should only prove that there exists a constant M which is independent of

λ such that

(3.3)

for any multi-indices α, β, α\ and β1 (see Theorem 6.4 of Chapter 1 of [4]). From

the definition of p\ and <$, we write

Then, since p(x, ξ) is strongly elliptic, we have
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and by the fact that (ξ + θη) < (ξ)(η),

αil+«lΛl

Ί

and then, when N > (σ — σ(l — ε))/p, we obtain

which implies (3.3).

Then the semi-norm | r λ | ^ 2 for iλ = 2[n/2 + 1] and £2 = 2[n/(2(l - 6)) + 1] is

less than Cλ~ε for some constant C. Thus, for sufficiently large λ, there exists the

inverse operator (/ + r\(X, Dx))~λ in φ° δ (Theorem I.I of Appendix of [4]).

Let υ G Hkσ('\Rd). Our purpose now is to prove that there exists u G

)<) such that v = (\+p(X,Dx))u. Now we put u = q°λ(X,Dx)(I +

^. Then

pχ(X, Dx)u = pλ(X, Dx)q°x(X, DX)(I + rχ(X, Dx))'λv = v.

On the other hand, by the algebra (Theorem 2.1) and Theorem 2.7, we have

<15*)<fc+1>-<*>u = <^

This shows u G H^k^σ^(Rd). D

Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let P be a strongly elliptic pseudodifferrential opera-

tor. Then, from Theorem 2.6, we have {u G H-°°(Rdy, (Dx)
kσWPu G L2{Rd)} =

H(k+i)σ(-)(Rdy N o w l e t u s consider the operator P as one on CooiR0') having the

domain V(P) = H^k+1^σ(Rd) for sufficiently large integer k. Now we have only to

check three conditions of Theorem 3.1. Condition i) follows from (3.1), condition

ii) from Lemma 3.4, and condition iii) from Lemma 3.5 and (3.1). This completes

the proof. •

Now we will show that these Feller semigroups have transition density. For

this aim, we state the theorem to construct a fundamental solution in the sense of

pseudodifferential operators to the initial-value problem for the evolution equation

with respect to an elliptic operator P £$σ

pδ\

<{dt + P}u = f in (0,T)

( 3 * 4 ) I lim t*(ί) = uo in L2(Rd).
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By virtue of Theorems 2.1, we can adapt the argument used in the proof of Theorem
2.1 in Section 2 of Chap. 8 in [4] to the proof of this theorem. In order to state
this one, we introduce the following two definitions.

DEFINITION. We say that a sequence {pj}(βll of S°δ converges weakly to p in

S°δ if and only if {pj}JL1 is bounded in S°δ and, for any R > 0 and for any multi-

indices a, β, (Pj)yη(x,ξ) converges to p^](x,ξ) uniformly for (x,ξ) G ^ x {\ξ\ <

R}.

DEFINITION. Let / be an interval of R1 and V be a Frechet space. For a
mapping φ : I —» φ(t) 6 V, we write φ G Brn{ /; V) if φ is m times continuously
differentiable in / in the topology of V and each derivative D[φ is bounded (I <m).

Theorem 3.6. There exists a fundamental solution E of the initial-value prob-
lem (3.4) such that it satisfies the following conditions: for each T > 0,

(l)

and, for any t0 > 0,

(2) foranyte(0,T),

(3) e(t, x,ξ) —> 1 in S°pδ weakly as t \ 0

(4) ^wί

ro(ί, x, 0 - e(ί, x, ξ) - exp(-tp(x, ξ)),

ro(ί, x ,0 satisfies

ro(t, x, ξ) —> 0 in Sp δ * weakly as t \ 0
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Proof. Let eo(t,x,ξ) — exp(—tp(x,ξ)). Then this function satisfies the equa-
tion:

({dt+p(x,ζ)}eo(t,x,O = 0

Furthermore, for any multi-indices a and /3,

\<*+β\

fc=l

where

pk<a,β (x, o = Σ rf£:"-'-:£p$) (*• ̂ ! ί ί (*> o pjί J (*, o
and the summation is taken over multi-indices α 7 and β3' (j = 1,2, , /c) such that

Σ^=i α J = α ' Σ j=i Ẑ"7 = /̂  a n d CΛI 'Sz '.'.'.Λfc denotes a constant depending only on

aJ and β 7' (j = 1,2, , k). From (3), there exists a constant CΊ > 0 such that for

any (x, ξ) e Rd x Rd

Therefore, putting C = exp(-TCΊ), we have, for any (ί,a;,0 G (0,Γ] x Λd x β d ,

Since (t(ξ)σW)k exp(-tC0(ξ)σ(x)) ™ bounded in (t,x,ξ) of (0,Γ] x RdxRd, there
exists a constant C^ ̂  such that

(3.5) \ξ

for any (t,x,ξ) e (0,Γ] x β d x Λd. Hence

(3.6) \dfDξdte0(t,x,ζ)\

\<*+β\

for any (t,x,ξ) G (0, Γ] x JRd x Rd, where Co,a,β,k is a constant depending only on
a, /?, and A:. These estimates (3.5) and (3.6) yield that
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and it is clear that e0 —• 1 weakly as t —> 0. We can define {ej(t)}JL1 and
{qj{t)}f=ι (0 < t < T) inductively by

k=O\a\+k=j

and

ί {ft + P}ej (t, x, 0 = -<& (*, *, 0

\ e i(0,a:,0 = 0

Then the solution ê  (£,#,£) of (3.7) has the form:

Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 of Chapter 7 in [4], we have
the following estimate:

| e ( α L ( ί , x , ξ ) | < I J'a'β , Λ , , , ,

for any (t,x,ξ) G (0,Γ] x Rd x Rd(j > 1), where C J > ? / 3 and Cj?α?/3 are constants
depending only on j , α and /?. Therefore, we complete the proof of this theorem by
the same way as in proof of Theorem 1.3 in [6]. D

From Theorem 2.7, we obtain that if σ and r are in B°°(Rd) and pj —• p in
Spδ weakly as j>' —• oo, then

(3.8) Pj(X,Dx)u—+p(X,Dx)u in Hr^(Rd)

as j -> oo for w G Hσ(<-)+τ(') (Rd)

(cf.[4] p. 157). Therefore, from the above relation (3.8), Theorem 2.7, and Theorem
3.6, we get the following theorem.

Theorem 3.7. Let E(-) be the same one as in Theorem 3.6 and let r be any
real-valued function in B°°(Rn). Then, for φ G Hr('\Rd), u( ) = E(-)φ belongs to
B°([0,T]; Hτ^(Rd)) Π^([0,T]; HT^~<\Rd)) for each T > 0 and is a solution
to the initial-value problem for the evolution equation (3.4).

Theorem 3.8. Let e(t, x, ξ) be the symbol of the fundamental solution E(t)
given by Theorem 3.6. Then, the function defined by

K(t, x,y)= / exp(i(x - y) ξ)e(t, x,
jRd
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(t € (0,oo), x,y G Rd) is a transition density with respect to the Feller semigroup
{Tt}t>o generated the operator P.

Let X=(X(t), Px) be a Markov process whose generator is a pseudodifferential
operator satisfying the conditions in Theorem 3.3. Then, we can investigate the
behavior of sample paths of the Markov process X— (X(t),Px) by the same way as
in the cace of stable-like processes (cf. [6]). We state the result.

Theorem 3.9. Let x be an arbitrarily fixed point.
(1) Ifσ(x) < 7, then

Pa.(lim|X(t)-a;|/t* = 0) = 1.

(2) Ifσ(x) > 7 > 0, then

Px(limsup \X(i) - x\/t$ = 00) = 1.

Appendix

In this appendix we sum up some prorerties of Sobolev spaces of variable order.
Here we consider Lp cases. Let p be a real number with 1 < p < 00. Then we define

(A.I) Wσ{ ^p(Rd) = {ue W-°°>p(Rd); (Dx)
σ{x)u G Lp(Rd)}.

We obtain the following facts in the same way as in the proofs of corresponding
theorems in Section 2.

Theorem A.I. Let σ\ and σ2 be functions in B°°(Rd) with σλ(x) > σ2(x) for
any x e Rd. Then we have Wσ^*(Rd) c

Theorem A.2. Wσ^'^p(Rd) is a Banach space with the norm

\\u\Wσ^p(Rd) ||= ( f \{DxyWu)(x)\pdx+ ί \{Dx)^u){x)\pdx\ .
\jRd JRd J

Moreover S(Rd) is dense in Wσ^>p(Rd).

Theorem A.3. Let σ and r be function in B°°{Rd). Suppose that P £ $σ

lδ.
Then there exist some constant C > 0 independent ofP and some positive integer ί
depending only on σ, r, <S, and n such that

|< C\p\{σ)
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In this appendix we mention the duality relations of Sobolev spaces for variable
case and remark that the "order" is a "local" property.

Theorem A.4. (1) There exists a constant C — C(σ,p) such that

\{u,v)\ < C || u\W

for u, v G S(Rd)1 where q is the number with p~λ + q~λ = 1.
(2) (WσM*(Rd))' = W-σ^

Proof. (1) Note that

(u,υ) = {{Qσ{Dx)
σW - RL)u,v)

Therefore

\{u,v)\ <\\ (Dx)°Wu \\LP(Rd) II Q > \\LHRd)

+ II (Dx)*v \\LP{Rd) - || (Dx)-ZR*Lv | | L , ( H d),

and then, taking account of Q* G $^> we obtain assertion (1).

(2) Assertion (1) implies W~σ^^(Rd) c (Wσ^*(Rd))f. Here we prove the
converse inclusion. Let / be a member of {Wσ^^v(Rd))f. It is clear that / G
H-°°(Rd). Then we should only to prove (Dx)~σ^f G L*(Rd). The definition
of pseudodifferential operator on S(Rd)f means, for any φ G S(Rd),

Since / is a continuous linear functional on Wσ^'p{Rd), there exists a constant
C - C(f) such that

C || ((Dx)-*Wyφ\Wσ^(Rd) \\< C II φ

Here last inequality follows from Theorem A.3. Thus {Dx)~σ(^x^ f can be extended
to a continuous linear functional on Lp(Rd) uniquely, and hence it is identified to
a function in Lq(Rd). This completes the proof. •

REMARK. In [5] the Sobolev spaces of negative orders are defined indirectly
by the use of parametrices. Theorem A.4 assures that the dual spaces of Sobolev
spaces can be defined directly.
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Theorem A.5. Let ω be an open set in Rd. Ifu belongs to Wσ^>p(Rd) and

has its support in ω, then u belongs to Ws>p(Rd), where s = infx€u; σ(x).

Proof. Let φ be a C°° function in Rd which satisfies φ = 1 on the support of

it, and = 0 on Rd \ ω. Then φu = u. Let p(x,ξ) be the left simplified symbol (for

the definition see [4]) of double symbol {ξ)sφ(x'). That is,

(A.2) (Dx)
su= (Dx)

s(φu) = p(X,Dx)u.

By Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 2 of [4] we have the following representation

p(x, ξ) = po(x, ξ)+Pi(x>ξ) + -'+ PN-I(X, 0 + rN(x, ξ)

for any positive integer TV, where

(A.3) ft (*,ί)

and TN(X, ξ) G S^N. This fact directly implies Pj(x, ξ) € S*^ and rN € 5f 0 when

N is sufficiently large. Moreover we obtain from (A.3) that the support of Pj(-,ξ)

is included in ω. Let χω denote the characteristic function of ω. Then we have

for some constant Ca,β. The second inequality follows from s < σ(x) for x € ω.

Thus Pj e S ^ ' f o r ' j = l,2, ,iV. Hence p € Sfi0. Since u 6 Wσ^'P{Rd),

we have p(X,Dx)u e Lp(Rd) by Theorem A.3. Thus the conclusion follows from

(A.2). D
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